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Wherever you are in your cancer journey – whether you’ve just been diagnosed, have 
already started treatment or have previously been diagnosed with cancer – or if you’re 
caring for someone with cancer, every moment matters, so you should be able to easily 
access leading expertise, whatever your ZIP code. 

 

1. What is AccessHope? 
AccessHope remotely connects you and your treating oncologist to expertise from 
renowned National Cancer Institute (NCI)–Designated Comprehensive Cancer 
Centers for expert cancer support. 
 

2. What is an NCI-Designated Comprehensive Cancer Center? 
NCI-Designated Comprehensive Cancer Centers are the top cancer centers in the 
U.S. They have received this designation in recognition of their innovative research 
and leading-edge treatments. Outcomes are dramatically better at NCI-Designated 
Comprehensive Cancer Centers, but only 20% of cases are treated there.1 
AccessHope was founded to make it easier for people on a cancer journey and 
their treating oncologists to access the exceptional expertise of NCI-Designated 
Comprehensive Cancer Centers no matter where they live in the U.S.    

 
3.    Why does my company offer AccessHope's services? 

AccessHope's services can help you navigate the cancer journey for a better 
experience, an optimized treatment plan, and improved outcomes. 

 
4. What services are available from AccessHope? 

Cancer Support Team 
Call AccessHope to connect with experienced oncology nurses to discuss tips on 
preparing for doctor appointments, treatment information, or emotional support—
wherever you are in your cancer journey, and whether you’ve received a cancer 
diagnosis or are caring for someone who has.  

 
Expert Advisory Review 
You can request that an AccessHope medical expert reviews your case. This 
specialist will provide recommendations to your treatment plan based on 
groundbreaking insights and leading discoveries for your type of cancer, while 
communicating with your treating oncologist so you can stay close to home. 
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Accountable Precision Oncology Review 
If you've received a rare- or complex-cancer diagnosis, your case will be 
automatically sent to AccessHope. One of our cancer specialists will then review 
your case and leverage leading cancer expertise to provide recommendations to 
your treating oncologist, so you can stay with your local support system. 
 

5. How much does AccessHope cost? 
There's no cost to you or your treating oncologist for AccessHope’s services – 
they're paid for by your company. 

6. How do I enroll in AccessHope's services? 
There is no enrollment – just contact AccessHope to confirm your eligibility and 
use the services. 

 
7. When do I use AccessHope's programs? 

You can contact AccessHope to use the services at any point in a cancer journey, 
whether you’ve just received a diagnosis, are undergoing or are post-treatment, or 
you’re caring for someone on their own cancer journey.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

8. How does AccessHope work with my treating oncologist? 
AccessHope's specialists will review your medical records and treatment plan. 
They'll then provide expert clinical recommendations to your treating oncologist 
while offering peer-to-peer discussion. The specialists may share the latest cancer 
research findings, and identify new medications, tests, and/or clinical trials relevant 
to your care, as your doctor continues to oversee your treatment plan. 

 

The special needs of caregivers 
More than 20% of adults are estimated to provide care to a friend or family member, 
and that number is expected to grow in the years ahead.2 It is not unusual for someone 
undergoing cancer treatment to need assistance from friends and family. But caregiving 
can take its toll on the mental and physical health of the caregiver, so AccessHope also 
provides information and support to the individuals playing this critical role.  

https://www.myaccesshope.org/client-resources#caregiver-support:~:text=View%20Video-,Caregiver%20Support,-Infographics%20and%20Email
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9. Can I sign up for a clinical trial through AccessHope? 
Part of AccessHope's Expert Advisory Review and Accountable Precision 
Oncology Review services is to identify potential clinical trials for you, if 
appropriate. 

 
10. Does everyone with a cancer diagnosis need to use AccessHope’s services? 

No, AccessHope's services are completely voluntary. They were created to help 
people with cancer navigate an unwanted journey while feeling supported by 
expertise for the best possible outcomes. But you aren't required to use them. 

 
11. Where can I get more information? 

To learn more, visit myaccesshope.org 
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